The Phone System
for Modern Healthcare
RingRx offers the best quality phone system on the market. Stay a step ahead by delivering exceptional service your
patients deserve and expect – with the affordability you need to stay profitable. RingRx is a completely proprietary
platform designed from the ground-up as the world’s first fully HIPAA compliant phone and communication system.

Features
Office Phone System Features
Improve practice efficiency with a customized, easy-to-use communications system. All RingRx systems come
fully featured with desk phones, mobile extensions, menus, voicemail, professional greetings, and dozens
of business class features. (See attached for a full list.)

Mobile App
The RingRx mobile app offers you truly revolutionary freedom and improves your practice’s efficiency like
no
other product or service. Take or make calls from anywhere, at your convenience. And best of all, you can call patients without being blocked.

Faxing
RingRx’s web-based faxing service is easy, reliable, and saves big money. You don’t need a separate fax line anymore. All incoming and outgoing
faxes are stored in your account indefinitely — just the service your staff needs to minimize clutter and maximize productivity.

On-Call System
RingRx’s built in On-Call system routes urgent calls to the right doctor on the right device. Unlike traditional answering services, our On-Call system
eliminates errors. Unlike traditional answering services, our On-Call system eliminates errors and won’t set you back with unnecessary costs. It’s included!

Compliance
Managing ongoing compliance revolves around ensuring everything is managed through orchestration frameworks with constant enforcement against a
known baseline, in conjunction with massive log harvesting and analytics from all platform elements, with effectively a zero error tolerance threshold.

Designed with Your Office in Mind

We engineered a new generation phone system that solves problems, improves mobility, and cuts costs

Customization

Features

Reliability

Our team of experts work directly with you to build
the system that works best for your office. No other
phone company can match the knowledge and
personalization of our RingRx professionals!

Whether you need just a simple, single line system, or
a multi-location system with elaborate options, RingRx
will help you accomplish your goal to deliver the very
best patient experience at the very best price.

With patients relying on you and interruptions proving costly, you can’t afford service problems. RingRx
uses only the most reliable, state-of-the-art systems
to deliver a platform with unmatched reliability.

To learn more, call 1-888-980-6860 or visit www.ringrx.com.

